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When a bankruptcy notice for a person with an outstanding OI balance is received, all 
recoupment must be suspended immediately.  Send a copy of the bankruptcy notice to 
the local fiscal unit supervisor who will complete a Proof of Claim (a court document to 
show the debt owed to DHS) for the court. Refer all IPV OIs to Bureau of Legal Affairs 
(BLA) for review. BLA makes a recommendation to the Attorney General’s office 
regarding whether to take legal action to block discharge of an IPV debt. BLA informs 
you whether legal action is taken. 

For Wayne County, the Proof of Claim and bankruptcy actions are coordinated by Risk 
Management in the Office of Special Services. 

If the client’s bankruptcy petition is granted, the court issues a discharge of debt. If 
DHS is listed as a discharged debt on the court document, you must determine which 
OIs were discharged. Update BRS by: 

1. The local fiscal unit manually writes off OIs that were discharged by the court: 

2. Reinstating recoupment for any IPV OIs that were not discharged by the court. 

 .  You will receive notification from BLA if any IPV OIs were successfully 
blocked from discharge. 

  .  Change the status type to “administrative recoupment.” 

If the client withdraws the bankruptcy petition or the court does not grant it, the court 
issues a discharge of bankruptcy. Upon receipt of this document, change the RT code 
to administrative recoupment on each of the affected OIs to reinstate recoupment. 

Keep all bankruptcy documents in the case record’s legal packet. 

As noted in the DHS Policy and Procedure, and as is consistent with Federal and State 
law, once a debt is discharged and a Chapter 7 bankruptcy, the debt is no longer owed.  
The attempt by a creditor to collect is illegal and to do so, depending on the point in 
time, is a strict violation subject to significant penalty.  DHS policy and procedure 
recognizes this law and its policy reflects the procedures that the department is to take 
when there is a discharge in order to remove the debt from the internal fiscal unit so as 
to stop offer the collection in such matters.   

The individual representing the department at the Administrative hearing did not seem 
to be familiar at all with the policy regarding the Bankruptcy action.  Claimants’ 
submitted credible evidence to show that the debt has been charged in bankruptcy and 
thus, there is no debt owing.  The department is ordered to remove this debt from its 
system and stop any recoupment actions and/or any related actions to any collection 
regarding this matter.  The department is ordered to follow its policy and procedure as 
laid out in BAM Item 725.   

It is noted that claimants’ has requested another hearing on this matter.  There is no 
need to proceed with another hearing when the evidence clearly shows there is no debt 
owed.  Claimants’ subsequent hearing request may not proceed.   








